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TRUE FALSE
• Is Performance management a measure for managers 
to  investigate your weaknesses?

• Is it only your responsibility to define your role and your 
training needs? 

• After a clinical diploma or hospital specialisation 
training, pharmacists are not required to train anymore? 
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•Working in Quality roles for 10years (industry 

and Hospital) 

•EAHP  SC Member

• Interests in Quality Management System(QMS ) 

and Process Improvements 
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§Confidence
§Language of communication

§Compatibility
§Team work

§Competence
§Expertise – it is said that it takes 10 years (10,000 hours) 

continual practice to be come an expert in something!
§Beyond training courses 
§Personal responsibility to develop
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* Prof K.A. Ericsson; The Role of Deliberate Practice in the Acquisition of Expert Performance; Psychological Review 1993, Vol. 100. No. 3, 363-406

§Confidence
§ Courage to be wrong (lack of confidence à defensiveness/ resist 

direction)
§ Confident in knowledge – realise its limited
§ Language   - not stating/ not rules and regulations (policeman) but 

evidence based –the language of research 

§Compatibility – dealt with by anthony

§Competence
§ Beyond postgraduate courses when first qualify
§ Expertise – it is said that it takes 10 years (10,000 hours) continual 

practice to be come an expert in something!
§ How do you build competence / expertise?
§ Individual responsibilty



§Within the system of health care, clinical 
pharmacists are experts in the therapeutic use of 
medications. 

§They routinely provide medication therapy 
evaluations and recommendations to patients and 
other health care professionals. ...

§Clinical pharmacists are also making themselves 
more readily available to the public.
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Identifying yourself 
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§The fundamental goal of performance management is 
to promote and improve employee effectiveness

§It is a continuous process where managers and 
employees work together to plan, monitor and review 
an employee's work objectives or goals and his or her 
overall contribution to the organisation.
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§Employee self-appraisal, within a performance 
management when the employee to self-evaluate his 
or her job performance.

§Typically, prior to meeting with an employee, or to be 
used as a basis for evidence discussion during the 
performance review meeting. 

§Then at the meeting, the manager and employee 
discuss the self-appraisal results, and negotiate final 
evaluations based on both the manager and the 
employee.
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§ Focusing on evidence based work and making sure we don’t treat this 
as a big brother scenario, can reduce employees' stress. 

§ It promotes increased conversation and more opportunities for self-
advocating and problem solving. 

§ The model can align health, engagement and productivity by 
integrating programs (e.g., performance management, employee 
wellness, mental health, occupational health and safety, training and 
development) to maximize employees' experience and performance 
across their lifecycle.
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§Performance management, when done properly, 
will include an evidence-based evaluation 
framework that measures the impact of what is 
working and why

§Using coaching concepts and focusing on each day 
as an opportunity for development and learning to 
provide input, versus doing an appraisal just once a 
year.
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§Coaching is intended to help you to learn rather 
than by “teaching” you

§By engaging with an experienced coach, the 
coachee will develop insights leading to 
enhanced effectiveness

§Mentoring involves helping mentees to develop 
their career, skills and expertise often drawing 
upon the experiences of the mentor in the 
process.



The Individualised Work  
Portfolio



• Review your job description to determine if it reflects the work that 
you are currently doing. 

• If  you have taken on new responsibilities or the job has changed 
significantly, the job description should be updated. Make note of 
each points.

• Identify and review the links between the  job description,  work plan 
and the hospital goals, objectives and strategic plan.

• Develop a work plan that outlines the tasks or deliverables to be 
completed, expected results and measures or standards that will be 
used to evaluate performance
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• Identify training objectives that will help you grow 
your skills, knowledge, and competencies related to 
your work.

• Identify career development objectives that can be 
part of longer-term career planning.

•Take your time and do it in details
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§ Specific

§Measurable

§ Attainable

§Realistic

§ Time-bound
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§You now should have a clear picture of 
where you are currently and be able to 
identify gaps in your competence 
§Now  start focusing on
§Improving current expertise 
§Allowing new skills or knowledge to be gained

§Having a coach is very important at this 
stage
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§ Assess your progress against your performance objectives

§ Identify any barriers that may prevent you from accomplishing 
performance objectives and what needs to be done to overcome them

§ Your manager and you - Share feedback on progress relative to the 
goals

§ Your manager- Identify any changes that may be required to the work 
plan as a result of a shift in organization priorities or if  you are required 
to take on new responsibilities

§ Determine if any extra support is required from the manager or others 
to assist you in achieving your objectives
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§ The performance assessment or appraisal meeting is an opportunity to 
review, summarise and highlight  your performance over the course of the 
review period.

§ Self-assessment is a standard part of most performance appraisals. By using 
the performance plan and assessment form as a guide, you can assess your  
performance in preparation for the appraisal meeting. 

§ This process can identify gaps between the self-perceptions/evidence  and 
the views of the manager and can allow for more in depth discussion of these 
performance points during the meeting.

§ Managers should review their performance management notes and 
documentation generated throughout the year in order to more effectively 
assess the employee’s performance. 
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§ Base the process on well written job descriptions and job-related 
activities

§ Have the manager and employee collaborate on setting performance 
objectives

§ Establish results (objectives) and behaviors for which you can develop 
observable measures; 

§ Ensure that the employee keeps a copy of the performance plan (work 
plan) and expectations set at the beginning of the performance 
management
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As stated previously, performance management has a variety of 
purposes to ensure that your performance management process 
measured and evidence based rather than how you/ or  your 
manager picture you based on their feeling….



§ Ongoing monitoring and feedback on your performance 
§ When problems are identified with performance, request for support 

(training, coaching, etc.) and adequate time for the performance to 
improve

§ Familiarise yourself to all aspects of the process and on how to reduce 
bias and error in assessments

§ Ensure that the performance assessment form accurately documents 
performance - if not sure ask your mentor or coach 

§ Do not make any notes that you would not want your manager or vice 
versa to see because it is getting archived

§ Periodically review the performance management process to ensure 
that it is being applied consistently and fairly
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TRUE FALSE
• Is Performance management a measure for managers to 

investigate your weaknesses? 
• False

• It is only your responsibility to define your role and your training 
needs? 
• False

• After clinical diploma, clinical pharmacists are not required 
further training? 
• False 
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Thank you for listening 
Parisa Mirbod 


